VELCOME
by Kevin O’Malley (E OMALLEY)
An illustrated collection of scary stories with
humorous endings, featuring such elements as a
boy being followed home by a coffin, a rapping
noise in a haunted house, and strange intruders at
the front door.
FIVE CREEPY CREATURES
by Judith Bauer Stamper (E STAMPER)
A collection of five easy-to-read stories about
creepy creatures.

FIVE HAUNTED HOUSES
by Judith Bauer Stamper (E STAMPER)
Five brief spooky tales about some of the funny
and not so funny things that can happen in
haunted houses.
DO NOT OPEN
by Brinton Turkle (E TURKLE)
Miss Moody and her cat find an intriguing bottle
washed up on the beach after a storm. The
warning reads, “Do Not Open,” but a child’s
voice is crying from inside.
TEENY TINY TINGLY TALES
by Nancy Van Laan (E VAN LAA)
Three rhyming scary stories.

J FICTION
FOOTSTEPS ON THE STAIRS
by Carol S. Adler (J ADLER)
Are ghosts walking? Thirteen-year-old Dodie and
her new stepsister Anne gradually become friends
as they investigate the sounds of ghostly
footsteps.

DEVIL’S DONKEY
by Bill Brittain (J BRITTAI)
Sinister old Magda casts a terrible spell on young
Dan the day her foolishly puts himself in her
power. She’ll give him to the devil in exchange
for her witch’s powers unless his uncle Stew Meat
can save him. This author combines fear and
humor in this and other books, including DR.
DREDD’S WAGON OF WONDERS and THE WISH
GIVER:
GIVER: Three Tales of Coven Tree.
THE GHOST AND MRS. HOBBS
by Cynthia DeFelice (J DEFELIC)
Hindered by a fight with her friend Dub and a
series of mysterious fires, eleven-year-old Allie
investigates the fire seventeen years earlier which
claimed the lives of the husband and infant son of
a school cafeteria worker, as well as the
handsome young man whose ghost asks Allie for
help.
THE GHOST OF FOSSIL GLEN
by Cynthis DeFelice (J DEFELIC)
Allie knows it's not her imagination when she
hears a voice and sees in her mind's eye the face
of a girl who seems to be seeking her help.
WAIT TILL HELEN COMES
by Mary Downing Hahn (J HAHN)
Molly and Michael can’t stand Heather, their
spooky new stepsister, but when she becomes
obsessed with a grave and talks about a ghost,
they know they must save her.
THE WRONG ONE
by Carol Hurst (J HURST)
Kate and her brother Jesse are not happy when
they have to move from Brooklyn to an old
house in Massachusetts after the death of their
father, but their newly adopted sister from Korea
quickly makes friends with a “blue lady” who
helps the family find a way to stay where they
belong.

HORROR AT THE HAUNTED HOUSE
by Peg Kehret (J KEHRET)
Ellen and Corey Streater agree to play roles in
the Historical Society's Haunted House, and Ellen
meets the ghost of Lydia Clayton.
GHOST AT THE WINDOW
by Margaret McCallister (J MCCALLI)
Ewan and his parents love the isolated Scottish
house they have moved to, but it slips in and out
of different times, and Ewan finds he must help a
young girl trapped by these time shifts and
stuck between life and death.

THE YEAR THE WOLVES CAME
by Bebe Faas Rice (J RICE)
Fourteen-year-old Therese recalls the winter of
1906, when blizzards and wolves howled through
the family’s farm on the Canadian prairie and
brought a terrifying revelation about Therese’s
beautiful mother.
SCARED STIFF
by Willo Davis Roberts (J ROBERTS)
When their mother disappears, two brothers go
to stay with a great uncle in a mobile home park
next to an abandoned amusement park and begin
a search which puts them in danger.
SCHOOL SPIRITS
by Michael Tunnell (J TUNNELL)
When Patrick moves to a new town, he is
confronted by a ghostly boy who seeks his help.
THERE’S A DEAD PERSON
FOLLOWING MY SISTER AROUND
by Vivian Vande Velde (J VANDE V)
Eleven-year-old Ted becomes concerned and
intrigued when his five-year-old sister Vicki begins
receiving visits from two female ghosts.

CHILLS IN THE NIGHT: TALES
THAT WILL HAUNT YOU
by Jackie Vivelo (J VIVELO)
Eight short ghost stories to make you shiver.
CHILLS RUN DOWN MY SPINE
by Jackie Vivelo (J VIVELO)
When Mickey finds himself abandoned in a
haunted house, he discovers more than ghosts.
“Haunted houses can send chills down your spine,
but there’s nothing – in life or after – half as cold
as hate.”
CHRISTINA’S GHOST
by Betty Ren Wright (J WRIGHT)
Christina’s summer becomes a ghostly adventure
in her uncle’s spooky, isolated Victorian house.
CRANDALL’S CASTLE
by Betty Ren Wright (J WRIGHT)
Charli’s impulsive uncle, Will Crandall, decides to
buy the town’s abandoned, possibly haunted
castle and fix it up as a bed-and-breakfast, but
Charli and Sophia, a clairvoyant orphan who has
come to stay with the Crandall family, know his
plan is somehow dangerous.
THE GHOST IN ROOM 11
by Betty Ren Wright (J WRIGHT)
When his family moves to a small town near
Milwaukee, Matt’s efforts to fit into his new
fourth-grade class are complicated by his poor
spelling and his encounter with the ghost of one
of the school’s former teachers.
THE MOONLIGHT MAN
by Betty Ren Wright (J WRIGHT)
When their father moves them for the seventh
time in the five years since their mother’s death,
Jenny and her younger sister hope to stay in this
latest house and try to find out about the
malevolent ghost who seems bent on getting
revenge on their elderly neighbors.

J NONFICTION
WILEY AND THE HAIRY MAN
by Molly Bang (J 398.2 BANG)
the powerful, scar Hairy Man is out to get Wiley.
Can Wiley and his mother outwit him? Folktale
of suspense in an easy-to-read picture book.
THE TAILYPO
by Paul Galdone (J 398.2 GALDONE)
“Tailypo. Tailypo. I’m coming to get my tailypo!”
A folktale of terror is retold and illustrated in Paul
Galdone picture book style.
EVEN MORE SHORT AND SHIVERY:
30 SPINE-TINGLING TALES
by Robert San Souci (398.25 SAN SOU)
A collection of scary traditional tales from all over
the world.
THE HOBYAHS
by Simon Stern (J 398.2 STERN)
“That Little Dog Turpie barks so loud I can
neither sleep nor slumber,” says the old man, so
he stops Little Dog Turpie’s barking. Now the
Hobyahs are free to attack! An easy-to-read folk
tale.
NIGHTMARES: POEMS TO
TROUBLE YOUR SLEEP
by Jack Prelutsky (811 PRELUTS)
Twelve poems featuring a vampire, werewolf,
ghoul, and other monsters.

THE THING AT THE FOOT
OF THE BED
by Maria Leach (J LEACH)
You’ll tremble. You’ll quiver. You’ll laugh out
loud. Bloody heads, long-toothed strangers, and
other imagined frights. Special bonus: charms to
ward off ghosts.
SCARY STORIES FOR
SLEEP-OVERS
by Robert C. Welch (J WELCH)
Scary short stories. You don’t want to read them
alone. See also MORE SCARY STORIES FOR
SLEEP-OVERS by the same author. In includes
Crying Wolf, Nightmare, and nine other terrors.
WHISTLE IN THE GRAVEYARD:
FOLKTALES TO CHILL YOUR
BONES
by Maria Leach (J 398.2 LEACH)
Short, chilling, and sometimes funny tales about
such creatures as “Jenny Greenteeth” and “Raw
Head.”
SCARY STORIES TO
TELL IN THE DARK
by Alvin Schwartz (J 398.25 SCHWART)
Stories of ghosts, witches, vampires and more,
with eeeerie illustrations. Look for MORE
SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK, and
SCARY STORIES 3 by the same author.

Easy Reader

Seven easy-to-read tales from around the world.
Tell them at night in front of a fire – or in the
dark, if you dare.

ANTHONY MONDAY SERIES
by John Bellairs (J BELLAIR)
Fourteen-year-old Anthony Monday of Hoosac,
Minnesota, and his friend Miss Eells, the Hoosac
librarian, team together to fight evil in the world.
JOHNNY DIXON SERIES
by John Bellairs or Brad Strickland
(J BELLAIR) or (J STRICKL)
13-year-old Johnny Dixon and his friend
Professor Childermass face evil many times in this
hair-raising series.
LEWIS BARNEVELT SERIES
by John Bellairs or Brad Strickland
(J BELLAIR) or (J STRICKL)
Lewis Barnavelt is an orphan who lives with an
uncle who just happens to be a wizard who lives
next door to a witch!

SCARY
STORIES
FOR
KIDS

THE DARK IS RISING SEQUENCE
by Susan Cooper (J COOPER)
The battle to save the world from the strong
forces of The Dark.
FRIGHTMARES
by Peg Kehret (J KEHRET)
Many titles with sinister plots.
GOOSEBUMPS
by R.L. Stine (J STINE)
There are many titles in this spine-tingling series.
FEAR STREET
by R. L. Stine (Y STINE)
Stine’s spine-tingling series for slightly older kids.

COLLECTIONS
OF STORIES
IN A DARK, DARK ROOM
AND OTHER SCARY STORIES
by Alvin Schwartz (E SCHWART)

SERIES

BOO! STORIES TO MAKE
YOU JUMP
by Laura Clark Cecil (J 820.8037 BOO)
Stories and poems about monsters, ghosts, and
witches.

E FICTION
EEK! STORIES TO
MAKE YOU SHRIEK
by Jane O’Connor (E OCONNOR) (Easy
Reader)

Three easy-to-read scary stories about a talking
doll, a dog picture that barks, and a Halloween
monster.
On the web at wcls.org
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